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Introduction
High density intermetali alloys of uranium and silicon have t: cn considered fo use in high power-density nuclear applications and lower power-density, reduced enrichment applications.
U,Si and U,Si, have received the most attention as reactor fuels. A fundamental stumbling block to the use of U,Si in such applications is catastrophic swelling, occurring at high fuel loadings, due 
Discussion
This work utilized high resolution neutron powder diffraction (NPD), on the General Purpose Powder Diffractometer (GPPD) [6] at IPNS, following neutron irradiation [7] and in situ transmission electron microscopy with electron diffraction during Kr ion irradiation, using Argonne's HVEM facility [8] . Ion irradiation provides rapid damage accumulation, in thin specimens, where atomic scale structures of specimens can readily be determined by electron diffraction. Quantitative details of the amorphization, though, are not easily obtained by electron diffraction. High resolution NPD, on the other hand, yields precise crystallographic and phase information. NPD experiments are especially valuable because they measure bulk behavior. Precisely controled neutron irradiation doses (at IPNS), coupled with quantitative diffraction measurements allowed, accurate recording of the amorphization process, via Rietveld profile refinement [9] with Fourier filtering analysis [ 101 (for modeling of amorphous fraction).
Neutron irradiation results in uranium fission into energetic fragments producing amorphous zones. The volume fraction of amorphous material increases exponentially with dose, and amor-phization is complete by a dose of 0.38 displacements per U atom (dpa) for both alloys (shown for U,Si in Figure 1 ). In each case, a density change from undamaged to amorphous material generates lattice strain in the undamaged fraction. Initially, the lattice strain (tensile for U,Si and compressive for U,Si,) increases linearly with amorphous volume fraction (see Figure 2) . At higher irradiation levels, however, plastic flow in the amorphous volume fraction of U,Si relieves strain in the remaining crystalline volume fraction, following an appropriate rate law (see legend in Fig. 
) .
NPD patterns of partially amorphized U,Si and U,Si, are quite complex. In addition to Bragg scattering from remaining crystalline portion, and oscillatory scattering characteristic of amorphous material, there is significant diffuse scattering associated with each Bragg peak, due to scattering interference between the crystalline and amorphous materials. For U,Si this contribution appears to be symmetric about the Bragg position, while in U,Si, it is distinctly asymmetric. Currently underway is a study of the re-crystallization of U,Si and U,Si, by vacuum anneals at progressively higher temperatures. These data illustrate gradual evolution of the short-to intermediate-range arnorphous structure prior to re-crystallization [ 121. 
